Testimonies of Grace
From Bangor, Northern Ireland

Please take the time to read these reports—nothing could say better how successful we all felt the two conferences were, than these first hand testimonies. And please keep in mind that none of this could have happened without your prayers and financial support. You keep us going!

*********************************************************************************************************************

This is from a woman who really had to fight hard for her breakthrough. She had a lot of emotional damage to overcome and Masonic ancestral interference, but the Lord brought her out to a wonderful place. The whole team helped to keep her encouraged and attending, when the enemy tried to get her to pull away, but it was Honor (our Bangor leader) and Eunice who persevered with her on her final day of deliverance.

I wanted to write to thank you for making yourselves so available to us here in Ireland and for giving us access to the Healing Streams material.

Hilary Guest introduced me to some of the material six months ago and it had an immediate effect, clearly showing areas in my life that had remained hidden in my heart for so long; literally bringing me to my knees (by the time the conference finished my knees were bruised for a week!). Although much of the material was familiar to me already somehow the way it has been put together—life examples, biblical references, tools to use—was like a light coming on for me that lit up my heart and soul rather than just my mind. I found the lists really helpful and had a few “OH MY GOODNESS!” moments along the way.

I have truly been ransomed, healed, delivered, restored and forgiven.

It is not every day that I see a sword wielding American lady riding through my kitchen on a horse yelling “RUN TO THE ROAR” (Eunice had taught on running to the wounded place where the enemy is attacking and dealing with it) but I’m glad you did Eunice, my response to that call has been life changing.

Steve, you introduce me to God my father who loves me with all of His heart, all of His mind and all of His Spirit. That was such an amazing concept for me to grasp.

Deliverance, the thing I feared for years has become a joy.

Thank you so much for all of the above and especially for sharing your own personalities: Steve, so amazingly open and spontaneous and Eunice, a wonderful warm mother’s heart with a fierce warrior spirit, what a wonderful lady. From a place where death looked like a really good option to a place where I’m looking forward to becoming like Jesus as He floods my life with His presence. I can say that I will be eternally grateful and mean it in every sense. God bless you both, RM
This was written by a young woman who has been in the mission field—we were so blessed to be able to minister to young people this time around. They are the ones who can run farthest with the release and boost the Lord can provide through our lives. Our ceiling becomes their ground floor if it is properly passed on...

I want to take the opportunity to thank you for sharing with us your knowledge, pain and freedom through your ministry. It was such a blessing to be around Americans again - man I miss you guys. There is a lot in your culture that I enjoy and that I have craved since being back in Northern Ireland. I love your openness to God moving in your life, your honesty, your use of language - expressing yourselves with such artistic and descriptive language, your vision - anything is possible before the Lord, refusal to let fear stop you permanently but a desire to push through, the desire to stay focused and centered on the 'simple' teachings though often with the most challenging applications, change is positive not negative and part of the God's message, your desire to focus on what we can become rather than getting frustrated or condemning and your sincerity. These are things that I have desired in my life and that are growing but that I allowed to be strangled since I have been living in N.I. Thank you for equipping me with the strategies to attack the strongholds and temptations that I feel weak against when in N.I. SM

This is a report from our conference in Bangor two years ago, but only on this trip did we learn of its full effect upon this individual.

I attended a Healing Streams Conference 2 years ago (in 2008) because I knew that there were issues in my heart which needed to be dealt with. I carried much emotional pain from the past. The stress of this had caused my health to collapse. I suffered from M.E./Post-viral Fatigue Syndrome at the age of 31 and although I had a partial recovery, the effects lasted for 20 years - intense muscle pain, distorted sleep patterns, extreme fatigue and food intolerances.

The Healing Streams Conference really impacted my life. I experienced God`s love in a real way - not just in my head. I learned to let go of all the negative emotions controlling my life and received a new understanding of the Fatherhood of God, which replaced the distorted images of God which I carried.

Before the conference I was attending a chiropractor regularly, sometimes 2 or 3 times a week for back and neck pain. Praise the Lord, since the conference 2 years ago I have not needed to go back! Previously I couldn`t eat things like wheat or dairy products or fresh fruit but now I can eat anything! My energy had been so limited but now that my heart is free I have been on a 10 km hike in the Mourne Mountains and had a wonderful time.

I have learnt to guard my heart and have fallen more deeply in love with Jesus. I couldn`t recommend this course highly enough. Thanks to you and Eunice for all you are doing in this ministry. AM